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Madeline Hunter faults me for
not providing alternatives to
her view of learning and

teaching My views are implicit in the
counter arguments I advance and in
the sources I cite.

Hunter has not demonstrated a sat-
isfactory research base for her model.
In addition, she still insists upon a
narrow training process that ignores
competing approaches, reading, and
critical discussion. This view reveals
how little she values unfettered
thought.

Goodlad sees Hunter's model as
powerless to change pedagogy. He
places it in the category of doing "little
or nothing" to change present me-
chanical methods (1984, pp. 298-299).

Hunter builds her case on the Be-
ginning Teacher Evaluation Study
(BTES) research and cites Rosenshine
(1986). Yet, most of this research is
based on the process-product re-
search paradigm. This paradigm re-
duces the' art of teaching to atomistic
teacher behaviors and correlates them
to low-level student skills in reading
and math. The paradigm shows no
causal links between teacher actions
and learning, it is silent on thinking,
and it provides a weak foundation
from which to build rules for teaching.

Hunter's claims for scientific sanc-
ton sink in this swamp.

Other problems exist Is a miniscule
effect size for direct teaching--one-
tenth of a standard deviation in read-
ing and mathematics-worth the train-
ing? Rosenshine says that the research
he cites is applicable to "any well
structured discipline," but in context,
he means this as drill-for-skill.) (Fen-
stermacher 1978, Garrison and Mac-
millan 1984, Peterson and Walberg
1979, p. 61). Is direct teaching worth
the costs in poor attitudes toward
school and ability to think?

Why does Hunter not mention the
final report of the Napa County pro-

ect that compared her model to con-
trol schools in grades 2-4? Hunter
consulted with the treatment schools.
The teachers received intensive train-
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ing. The results significantly favored behind them, form the foundation to
the control schools in reading and my teaching and curricular alternative
showed no difference in mathematics. to Hunter's mechanical model. My staff
The researchers called the drop in development alternative is now being
reading scores "alarming" (Stallings written (with John Gould). The data
and Krasavage 1986). support using an inductive, dialogue

Hunter has unique criteria for what process to improve teacher and
"works." administrator practice and to alter

I am relieved, however, that there is structures in three school systems.
now less chance that Mortimer Adler Hunter and Rosenshine are correct.
will substitute thumb signals, small- The educational community is beyond
step learning, and explicit seatwork Dewey. We crawled past him, but we
for reading and discussing good were going in the wrong direction. l
books.

Deweyan-type interventions are
supported by some good research.
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